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BIWAAT

Given an Incompletely specified sequt il " witching function in the form of

flow table, Paull and Unger bad provided a syoWmtt Ic procedure for reducing the

function into a set of maxium compatibles. A tIomique is presented here for selecting

a minimal closed set of compatibles without the pmoonews of enumeration. The rules have

been applied to numerous ezemples Imluding tho0wprems0mted by Paull and aepr.
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I - INTRODUCTION

For a sequential switching function which is completely specified, the minimiza-

tion problem has been completely solved by Huffman, Moore and Mealy. The implication

here is that an equivalent flow table can always be found with the minimum number of

rows. As usual, the rows of a flow table correspond to the internal states and the

columns correspond to the inputs. For the class of sequential switching functions

which are not completely specified, the flow tables will have blank entries corre-

sponding to the unspecified outputs or the unspecified next state conditions (or both)

in the flow table. It was pointed out by Oinsburg that an extension of the classical

methods was insufficient to reduce some of the incompletely specified flow tables down

to the minimum number of rows possible. If one adheres to the idea that no definite

entry is to be made for a blank in the flow table, but to ignore such an output when

the machine enters such a total state where the output is unspecified, then the pos-

sibility of minimization can be extended. Paull and Unger sade use of the above-

stated concept in their paper and presented a systematic procedure for finding the

set of maximum compatibles. From the maximum compatibles, Paull and Unger resort

to the process of enumeration in order to find the minimum closed set of cop2tibles.

The enumeration process entails a trial and error procedure in order to eliminate

overlapping states in different maximum compatibles.

In the present paper, a systematic procedure will be given to find the inimmm

closed set of compatibles without enumeration.

The following section will be a brief review of Paull and lner minnimization

technique.
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II Reduction of Incompletely Specified Functions

A brief review of the minimization procedure published by Paull and Ungor ( ) will

be presented in this section.

Given an incompletely specified flow table, the concept of arbitrary assignment

for the unspecified output of a total state has allowed additional reductions to be

made, as compared with the classical procedures. The following example will illustrate

the procedure of reducing an incompletely specified flow table to a set of maximum

compatibles.

From the Flow Table IA. an implication table is constructed such as to exhibit

all the pairwise compatibles as illustrated in Table IB.

A compatible is defined as a set of states of a flow table that constitutes one

member of some closed grouping. The entries in the implication table are made in the

following manner.

1) If there is a contradictory pair of outputs for a given row-pair in any input

column, then en X is placed in the corresponding cell of the implication table and no

further attention need be given to that row-pair. This is true for (13). (35), and

(57) in Table IB.

2) If for a row-pair ab the outputs are not contradictory, then enter all row-pairs

implied by ab in the ab cell. (Self-implication need not be entered into the table.)

Thus in cell (12), (23) is entered; and in cell (15), (26) is entered, etc. In cells

(14), (37), (45), (46), and (67), there are no pairs to be entered, so a check mark is

inserted.

A second inspection of the implication table is often necessary. It a row-pair

ab is an incompatible, then an is placed in all cells that imply ab, and say other

entries in such cells will be ignored. This process is to be repeated until no other

incompatible row-pairs are found. A check of the Implication Table IN indicates no
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other modifications to be made; thus It is also the final implication table. All

row-pairs with entries which are not X's are compatibles, and those with X's are

Incompatibles.

1I  12 13

1 21 . . . .

2 3 - 5- 4-

3 -0 10 7-

4 -- 2 - --

5 6- -1 40

6 4- -- 3 -

7 4- 1- -

Table IA

2 23

47
3 X 47

15

4 .- 25 12

5 26 36 X,

6 24 34 37 /

7 24 112 X
34 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

Table IB

From Table ID the maxlmum compatibles can be found. A mimum compatible (C)

is defined as a set of rows which form a compatible and which 1 not included In any

laIger compatible.
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There are two procedures presented by Paull and Unger for finding the NC's, but

only one of them will be stated. The procedure to based on the use of incompatible

pairs to break down large sets of rows into smaller sets until only MC's remain.

Start with Column 1 of the implication table and work to the right.

1) Write down a set of all states except 1. Then write down a set of states con-

sisting of I followed by all states corresponding to non-X rows in Column 1. Id our

example, we would have at this point (234567) and (124567).

2) Move to the next column containing X's. If ab is an incompatible, then those

candidate sets containing both a and b must be split into two sets, one with a omitted

and the other with b omitted. The process is repeated through the last column.

In our example the process continues from the candidate sets from Column I as

follows:

1) (234567) (124567).

2) No change.

3) (24567) (23467) (124567).

4) No change.

5) (2456) (24 7) (23467) (12456) (12467).

The maximum compatibles are (23467), (12456) and (12467). The sets (2456) and

(2467) are subsets of the others, thus they cannot be MC's.

Subsequent sections are concerned with the method of finding the smallest col-

lection of compatibles without enumeration. By replacing a oompatible with a subset of

itself, the reduced flow table will, In general, have more unspecifted entries. A

procedure will be outlined utilising the set of rules given in Section V to eliminate

the overlapping states where possible.
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III Maximum Compatible Chart

From a given flow table not all of the derived MC's are needed to insure closure.

This section discusses an appropriate selection of the Mc's from the MC chart to cover

all the states in the flow table. This selection of MC's i not necessarily closed;

the discussion of the closure of the chosen sets is postponed until Section V.

In order to select a suitable minimum set to cover all the states from the group

of MC's, the maximum compatible chart is constructed in the following manner. In

Table 11 each column carries a number at the top corresponding to one of the states in

the flow Table IA. Each row corresponds to one of the MC's derived in Section II,

as identified by the letters A, B and C in the chart. In each row a cross is placed

under each internal state contained in the MC represented by that row. Thus in Table I

the MC A contains states 2,3,4,6 and 7, so that the crosses in the A row are in the

respective columns. The remainder of the chart is completed in a similar manner.

1 2 3 4 5 a 7

-1 - -T A*- (23467)

- -Be- (12456)

Table II

1 2 3 4 5 6

• C

D

Table III



An inspection of the MC's indicates that MC's A and B are necessary, since the

internal states 3 and 5 are only included in NC's A and B, respectively. This i

exhibited very clearly from the NC chart since Columns 3 and 5 have exactly only one

cross in then. If a circle is placed around each of the crosses which stand alone

in a column, then each row that contains a circle cross will be called an "Essential

Maximum Compatible," (ENC). A single asterisk is placed at the end of each row

corresponding to an MC which is essential. In this example a check of the RIC's thus

Indicates a coverage of all the Internal states of the flow table. However, if the

RMC's do not cover all the internal states, such as in Table I11, it is not obvious

which of the other combinations of NC's is to be chosen in order to insure closure.

This problem Is to be discussed in eectioa V. In any case, one or more choices of the

other NC's are needed in order to insure full coverage of internal states; such a

choice of C will be called a "Secondary Maximum Compatible," (SUC).

An interesting configuration of an NC chart arises when a flow table has a set of

incompatibles as shown in Table IV A. The pairwise incompatibles are (12), (34) and

(56). Thus the Ne's can be seen to be (245). (246), (136), (135), (235), (23d, (145)

and (146). A carful inspection of the W1 chart Table IV B shows that there are exactly

the sm number of crosses in each column, thus making the choice of INC's and 8MC's

rather difficult; however, it is quite a relief to find that this type of NC chart only

occurs In very special cases of the flow table. The selection of the appropriate com-

patibles can still be made from an expanded table called the closure table to be defined

in Section IV. The NC chart with the above properties will be called a cyclic chart.

The necessary and sufficient condition for a chart to be cyclic is that the flow table

must have an even number of internal states (a), and the pairwise inoompatibles must

occur in ascending order - (12), (34) .... (-a).
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2

3

4 I

5

6

1 2 3 4 5

Table IV A

2 3 4 5 6

_ - (24) - A

24) (4)- n

2) (3)- C

(230) - D

- (14) -

(146) - V

- - -(136) - 0

- (135) - N

Table IV B

The sufficiency requirement places the following restrictions on the flow table:

1) No other row-pairs may imply an incompatible pair (12), (34) ... (-m). The

incompatible pairs may Imply any combination of the internal states, since the Implied

states in this case do not effect the determination of WC's.

2) In any one of the input columns of the flow table there must be only one

contradictory pair of output conditions. They must occur in the positions of (12) or



(34) or ... (-a). (Thus all but two of the output entries in any input column must

be unspecified.)

The restrictions imply the existence of a lower limit on the number of inputs for

a given flow table. If there are more inputs than the lower linit, then all of the

output entries in some of the input columns must be unspecified or they must be Iden-

tical to the output entries in some of the other columns. The examples shown on

Tables V A and V B with two and three inputs, respectively, yield the sam cyclic

maximum compatible chart on Table V C. Note that in Table V B the output entries of

input Column I are all unspecified. The output entries in Column I can also coincide

with Column 12 or 13, and the W chart would still remain the same.

I1 
2

1 3 1 2-

2 - 0 1-

3 1- 40

4 2 31

Table V A

11  12 13

1 2- -l 1-

2 1- 40 2-

3 -- 1- -0

4 4- 2- 31

Table V 3
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1 2 3 4

-- A- (13)

-- (14)

F C- (23)

- D- (24)

Table V C

2 X

3

4 1

5

1 2 3 4

Table VI A

1 2 3 4 5

A- (245)

-- B - (235)

- - - - C- (15)

D- (145)

Table VI 3

If a Is the even nmber of states end I Is the number of inputs, then the lower

limit on I is ! where a 2 4. For a-5 4, the problem Is trivial.
2

For m odd the above discussion is still valid, except the C chart will not be

cyclic. Depending upon the ascending or decending order of the pair-wise Incompatibles,
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stete m or state 1 will be included In all of the maximum compatibles. In Table VI A

the implication table of a five-state flow table shows that the pair-wise incompatibles

are in the ascending order, (12) and (34), thus the W chart Table VI B indicates a

cross on all of the rows in Column 5. If the pairwise incompatibles are (23) and (45),

then all of the MC's will include state 1.

For such cases, except for the end states, the rest of the MC chart is cyclic,

thus it will be called a partial cyclic chart.

m-I1
The lower limit on the number of inputs would be i = M-1 where M - 5. For m

equal to 1 or 3 no cyclic chart is possible.

The following section investigates the property of closure table from the chosen

maximum compatibles.

IV Closure Tables

To facilitate the inspection of closure from the MIN's or the INC's plus the

SIM's, a closure table will be discussed and constructed in this section. The closure

table is constructed from all the states of the INC's or the RIC's plus the fi'a's,as

the case may be. The selected MC's are called the necessary MC's.

Each of the internal states of a necessary MC is shown explicitly in the form of

a row in the closure table, except the outputs have been omitted. The rows correspond-

Ing to the internal states of each necessary MC are grouped adjacent to each other.

As an example of how the closure table Is constructed, consider Table II.

Both Rows A and B have circle crosses, thus MC's A and B are the essential maximum

compatibles. In Table VII the associated closure table is shown where the states

(23467) and (12456) are shown explicitly and grouped as discussed above. The subsets

by implication from the INC's can be seen directly from the closure table. The implied

subsets are (347), (125), and (2346), which are the proper subsets of the essential Wc'a.
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The subsets (347) and (2346) Indicate that MC (23467) should not be split up.

Therefore, an appropriate closed solution would be (23467) and (125) where the

1 12 13

2 3 5 4

3 - 1 7

A 4 - 2 -

6 4 - 3

7 4 1 -

1 2 - -

2 3 5 4

B 4 - 2 -

5 6 - 4

6 4 - 3

Table VII

overlapping of states 4 and 6 are eliminated. The solution meets the lower bound of

this particular problem. The lower bound of a flow table was defined by Oinsburg( 2 )

to be the number of elements in the largest maximum incompatible.

In the following section a more detailed investigation of the reduction of

overlapping states will be given.

V Reduction of Redundant States

The INC's do not constitute the sufficient condition for closure. For certain

flow tables the subsets implied are improper; such nomproper subsets may be avoided by

the reduction of overlapping states, or it may be necessary to be introduced for

closure. A nonproper subset is an implied subset which is not included in any one of

the necessary NC's.
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In either case, appropriate rules will be given to suit the requirements of the

flow table. The material which follows will be presented with the aid of examples. In

Table VIII A the idea of self-linkage will be illustrated. A partial closure table in

shown such that the ZMC-A implies itself. If there exists a common state between A

and some other EMC, k, the common term, cannot possibly be eliminated from the RMC-A.

11 12

2 1- 3 1

A 3 - 0 5-

5 6- 2-

Table VIII A

(35) (25) --- o- (23)

Table VIII B

For example, if state 5 is eliminated, (23) implies (35) which indicates 3 and 5

cannot be split. This can be shown nicely as in Table VIII B, where one may start

with any pairwise subset of A and it will be closed on itself. The above statement

holds true provided that no state in A Implies itself in the some input column as the

self-implication. The linkage includes all possible combinations of two states out of

three.

Before continuing with the discussion, some definitions are required.

Definition 1. - A necessary MC i contained if it is self-implied.

Definition 2. - A necessary MC is truly contained if it is self-implied without

any self-implication of states.

Thus Rule I can be stated in the following manner: Rule 1. - If a necessary MC is
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truly contained, no elimination of common states is possible from that maximum com-

patible.

Definition 3. - The internal state, 1, is primed in an IC 1 , k. if it i not

included in any other necessary MC.

If a necessary MC is contained, the appropriate rule to be applied to Rule III

as will be seen.

The self-linkage so far discussed has been through the property of self-implication

of the necessary MC in the closure table. An alternate form of self-linkage can take

place as illustrated in Table IX A. The partial closure table is constructed such that

the common term 3 cannot be eliminated from A without increasing a row membr in the

final flow table, since EWC (36) implies (34) where state 4 is primed. The process is

shown on Table IX B. Thus self-linkage can also be obtained from a coupling of

necessary MC's.

I1  12 13

3 4 6 3

A 4 5 3 -

5 - 6 -

3 4 6 3

6 - - 4

Table IX A

,/ (345),\
(36) (45)

(34)

Table IX B
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In general, the self-linkage of a necessary MC produced by a coupling with

another MC can be divided into two classes.

1) The common term or terms in a MC, k. cannot be eliminated if every non-primed

state of k forms a compatible with a primed state of k in the linkage without the aid

of solf-implication of the non-primed state, as shown in Table IX B.

2) Provided no other necessary MC implies a compatible formed by the non-Orimed

state or states with a primed state of k, the non-primed states may be eliminated if

the linkage is formed by:

a) The subsets of MC, k, not Involving the non-primed state or states.

b) The compatibles formed with the aid of self-implication of the non-

primed state or states of MC, k.

c) Any other necessary MC' or subsets which may or may not include the non-

primed state or states of MC, k.

d) Any combination of a, b and c.

Definition 4. - For a non-contained C, k, if a self-linkage Is formed through

the coupling of other necessary MC'a such that every non-primed state of k fors a

compatible with a primed state of k In the linkage (without self-implication of the

non-primed state), k is known as a fundamental MC.

Rule II - The non-primed state or states cannot be eliminated from a fundamental

MC.

If a necessary maximun compatible is neither fundamental nor truly contained,

then Rule III can be applied appropriately.

Rule III - If an MC, k, is neither truly contained nor fundamental, then the non-

primed states, 1il , 112 ... lie, of k may be eliminated it and only if the following

are valid:

1) The implied compatible ( 11l ... 1im, Jll ... ljn) is derived with the aid of

self-implication of 1 il ... 1 i, where lj's are the prime states of k.
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2) The compatible (liI... la, ljl...ljn) is not implied by any IN or by subsets

of any INC, Including k, whose constituents are all primed.

3) The compatible (li's, ij's) is not implied by any other compatible (ri'slj's)

which is in turn implied by the subsets whose constituents are all primed.

4) The compatible (11, lj) Is not implied by any essential pairwise compatible.

(Pairwise compatibles are to be discussed in Rule IV.)

The partial closure table shown on Table X A indicates that INC-A is contained.

The internal state 3 in NC, A, is self-implied, but 3 cannot be eliminated from A

since (34) implies (36) where compatible (34) is implied by the primed states of A.

11 12

2 6 3

A 3 3 -

6 2 4

3 3 -

4 6 5

Table X A

11 12

2 6 3

A 3 3 -

6 2 4

3 1 -

B
4 5 6

Table X B
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Thus (36) must be a proper subset of (236).

In Table X 3 the partial closure table shows that state 3 may be eliminated from

INC-A provided (15) does not imply any proper subset of (236) which includes the non-

primed state 3. For an illustration of a non-fundamental self-linked INC, see

Table XI A. The non-primed state 3 can be eliminated from NIC-(345); however, C3O1

must remain unchanged since (36) is implied by the primed states of A. The IN'- (345)

is non-fundamental as can be seen from Table XI 3, where 3 does not form a compatible

with either 4 or 5 of NC, A.

11 12 13

3 4 6 5

A 4 5 3 -

5 - 6 -

3 4 6 5
3

6 - - 4

Table XI A

(36) (45)

Table XI B

Rule IT - The elimination of a coon state shared by pairwise compatibles is

possible it the following is true:

1) The pairwie compatible is not implied by:

a) Any truly contained INC,

b) Any subset of a contained INC which is truly contained,
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c) Any fundamental MC,

d) Any EMC or subsets of EMC whose constituents are all primed.

2) The pairwise compatible is not implied by any other pairwise compatible

which is in turn implied by the above-mentioned sets.

3) The only implication of the pairwise compatible is by itself.

It had been stated in the beginning of this section that the EMC's do not always

form a closed solution. The subsets implied by the EMC's may not be included in any of

the EMC's themselves. In order to determine whether the extraneous subsets are needed

for closure, one of such rules to be applied can be stated in the following manner.

Rule V - If a non-proper subset has been implied by the EMC, k, then k should be

checked for self-linkage. If k is self-linked with the aid of the improper subset,

then the non-proper subset must be introduced for closure. Otherwise, the non-proper

subset may be avoided by the elimination of overlapping states. Rule V Is a sufficient

condition for the inclusion of the non-proper subset.

In the following example, Rule V will be illustrated. From the flow tab13 as

.shown in Table XII A, the M C's are found to be (1346), (1234) and (3456). In Table XII B

an MC chart has been constructed which indicates the MC's (1234) and (3456) are the

essentials. From the closure table shown on Table XII C the subsets implied are (16)

and (45). Since (16) is non-proper and implied by EMC-C, the EMC-C must be checked

for self-linkage by Rule V.

(3456)

(16) (45)
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I1  12

1 -0 --

2 -0 1-

3 -- -0

4 1- -

5 6 1 4-

6 - 5-

Table XII A

1 2 3 4 5 6

A (1346)

B*- (1234)

- : C*- (3456)

Table XII B

II  12 II  12

1 - - 0 -0 DO

2 - 1 C DI c-

3 - - D -0 C-

4 1 - Table XII D

3 - - 11 12

4 1 - B' Be 0 Be 0

5 6 4 C' D I Be -

6 " S D - C' -

Table XII C 
Table Xll 2
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The KUC-C is self-linked with the aid of the non-proper subset (16), thus (16)

must be included in the solution for closure. By applying Rule III to the necessary

MC'm (16), B, and C, states 3 and 6 may be eliminated from MC, C; and states I and 4

may be eliminated from MC, B. Thus the final solution for closure is (16), (23) and

(45). If the compatible (16) is labeled D and (23) and (45) are respectively B and C,

then the final flow table is shown in Table XII D.

An alternate procedure for determining whether a non-proper subset implied by the

IMC's is needed is to investigate the subsets implied by the primed states of those

Nc's.

Definition 4 - For a compatible which is neither truly contained nor fundamental

such that none of the states can be split without breaching an implication, then that

compatible is bounded.

Rule VI - The non-proper subsets are to be introduced if it is implied by a

bounded compatible.

Rule VI suggests a procedure to be followed in certain cases where Rule V is not so

obvious, such as a flow table with many input columns. If a non-proper subset is im-

plied by a necessay MC, K, which is neither truly contained nor fundamental, then one

may begin the investigation by observing the subsets implied by the primed states of K.

If the compatible, k, formed by the primed states of K is bounded (which could be true

if it is implied either by a truly contained or a fundamental MC), then the improper

subset implied directly by k or by subsets implied by k which in turn implies the

Improper subset must be Included for closure. However, if the compatible, k, is not

bounded, then the improper subset implied by k directly or indirectly as mentioned

above may be avoided by splitting the compatible, k. The exact procedure is to be

outlined in the next section; bowever, a brief example will be done here to Illustrate

the above-mentioned idea.
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Again consider Table XII; the improper subset is implied by MC, C. The compatible

formed by the primed states of MC, C, is not bounded. Therefore, Rule VI indicates

that the improper subset implied in the chain (56) - (45)-* (16) may be broken up

if 5 and 6 are split.

Therefore, the final solution In this case is (1234), (5) sad (6), which is

respectively assigned the letters B', C' and D' as shown on Table XII 3.

Rule VII - Non-proper subsets must be introduced for closure If It iis Implied by:

1) Any truly contained IMC,

2) Any subsets of contained INC's which are truly contained,

3) Any fundamental MC,

4) Any subsets which are in turn implied by any of the above sets.

Thus It should be obvious that non-proper subsets implied by pairwise compatibles may be

avoided if the pairwise compatibles are not implied by any of the conditions of Rules VI

and VII.

If from the MC chart the ENC's do not cover all the states of the flow table, then

one can do either of the following two things:

1) Constiuct a closure table for all of the MC's from which a secondary MC

may be chosen to cover all the states, then apply the given rules,

2) Select a secondary VC which with the IN has a minima of overlapping,

ad construct the accompanying closure table, them apply the rules.

In Table XIII A a flow table is constructed such that the essential maximum coo-

patibles do not cover all the internal states. The MC chart, Table 111 B, lists the

We's sad shows that MC, A, is essential. For a sntinum of overlapping states, the SW

will be chosen to be MC, C. By this choice only the internal state 2 Is present In

both the NC sad SE. In Table XIII C the closure table Is constructed for the chosen

IN and S.
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The subsets by implication are (35), (24), (34) and (123). But (35) is a non-

proper subset implied by both of the necessary MC's. Thus the SW and the SMC must

both be checked for self-linkage since both of the necessary MC's implied the non-

proper subset (35). If either one of the necessary MC's is self-linked with the aid

of the non-proper subset, the non-proper subset must be introduced for closure.

A
(1234)

(35) (24)

and

C
(256)

/ \
(123) (35)

(24)

11 12

1 -0 2-

2 3 - -

3 -- 40

4 5O -0

5 1 1 3-

6 2- 5

Table XII I A

1 2 3 4 5 6

- - - - A*- (1234)

B - (235)

w C- (256)

I - D- (126)

Table XIII 3
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11 12 11 12

1 - 2 A 8' 0 AO

2 3 - B' A l A 0

3 - 4 C A- B'

4 5 - Table XIII D

2 3 -

C- 5 1 3

6 2 5

Table XIII C

It can be seen that INC-A is fundamental and self-linked with the aid of the non-proper

subset (35). Thus the common term (2) cannot be eliminated from EMC-A, and (35) must

be introduced for closure by Rules II and V, respectively. The problem now is to re-

duce the overlapping states from the compatibles (1234), (35) and (256). The SMC,

C, Is shown to be non-fundamental, thus the overlapping states 2 and 5 may be both

A C B'
eliminated by Rules II and 111. The final solution Is (1234), (6) and (35) as shown

on Table XIII D.

For partial cyclic and cyclic charts the closure table should consist of all the

C's. The given rules are applicable to any combination of MC's which covers all the

states of the flow table. Following is an example of a cyclic table. The flow table is

shown on Table XIV A. From the location of the incompatible In the implication table,

one automatically draws the conclusion of a cyclic maximum compatible chart. The NC's

are (13), (14), (23) and (24) which are shown In Table XIV C. Two obvious candidate sets

which will cover all the states are MCIs B and C and MCI* A and D.

Lot's consider the candidate set with MC's B and C. The subset implied is (13),

but It is non-proper. Therefore, MC B which implies (13) must be chocked for self-

linkage. It Is obvious that the compatible (14) is neither bounded nor self-linked,
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thus with the application of either Rule VI or bile VII, respeotively, the final aolu-

tion for closure to (1), (4) ad (23). 5imilarly, the met consisting of N's A and D

nsay be synthesized to be (3), (4) and (13).

11 12

1 -i 1-I

2 10 2-

3 -- -0

4 4- 31

Table XIV A

3 Al

3 13 1

1 2 3

Table ZIV 3

Ii .I,

1 - 1
A

1 - 13

4 4 3

2 1 3
C

2 1 2
D

4 4 3

Table XIN C
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The cyclic MC chart derived from a flow tLble of many internal states may have

many candidate sets for closure. The proper sets to be chosen can usually be seen

from the closure table, since for the cyclic MC chart the minimum number of maximum

compatibles needed to cover all of the states is two. However, the set of MC's chosen

to cover all the states should not imply any non-proper subsets. (Otherwise, it would

mean an extra row member in the final flow table.) Once the candidate sets are chosen,

the procedure is no different from any other non-cyclic cases.

It has been seen in this section that the procedure for finding the minimal closed

set of solutions does not necessarily make use of all the rules. However, it should

be mentioned that the rules given can be applied to all classes of MC charts. Indeed

for the cyclic MC chart the procedure may be quite long; however, one does not often

encounter such a situation. In the following section a systematic procedure will be

hopefully outlined and examples will be shown.

VI Procedure

From the previous section it can be seen that the rules given are sufficient to

eliminate the redundant states where possible. However, a more systematic procedure

is needed for the application of the rules. In general, the procedure to be discussed

can be divided into two parts.

A) The necessary maximum compatibles imply only proper subsets.

9) The necessary maximum compatibles imply non-proper subsets in addition to the

proper subsets.

In both cases one should begin the problem from the maximum compatibles found from

the implication table (as defined by Paull and Unger(l)).

Step 1. Construct the maximum compatible chart.

Step 2. Choose the appropriate set of INC's or the RK's plus the SMC's so that

it covers all the states of the flow table, and construct the corresponding closure

table. For a cyclic maximum compatible chart it is preferable to list all the maximum
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compatibles in the closure table from which the candidate sets may be exhibited.

Step 3. Determine whether the subset implied by any of the necessary maximum

compatibles is proper or non-proper.

Stop 4. Determine from each necessary naimum compatible with 3 or more states

whether it is truly contained or fundamental. (Rules I and II.) (The fundamental

property is sufficient, but as mentioned previously, it is not necessary.)

The procedure which follows will apply subscripts A and B to the class of subsets

which are all proper and to the class of subsets which includes non-proper subsets,

respectively.

Step 5A.

a) Apply Rules III and IV to the necessary C's which are neither truly con-

tained nor fundamental to eliminate the overlapping states. Repeat the above rules

if necessary.

b) If none of the necessary MC's are truly contained or fundamental, then

apply Rule III to the sets implied by the primed states of the necessary C's. Associ-

ate the sets implied with the primed states wherever possible. Continue the sove

procedure until all subsets implied are proper. (See Example 2 in Section VII.)

Step SB.

a) For each necessary MC which implies non-proper subsets, if either of the

cases of Stop 4 holds, then apply Rule VII.

b) If the truly contained or fundamental NC's do not imply the non-proper

subset, apply Rule III or IV, and Rule V or VI to the other necessary N's. Repeat

if necessary.

c) If none of the INC's are truly contained or fundamental, apply Rules III

and VI to the sets implied by the primed states of the MC's. Continue the process

until all sots implied are proper and non proper sots eliminated if possible. Otherwise

the non-proper subset must be included. (See Example 3.)
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For the sake of clarity Step 6 will be postponed until after the following ex-

ample. From Table XV A the MC's are (245), (367), (127)and (46), respectively,

given the letters A, B, C, and D. The EhUC's are shown in Table XV B to be A, B, and

C. Correspondingly, the closure table is shown on Table XV C, which brings the pro-

cedure up to Stop 3.

Step 3.

Subqets implied: (37), (46), (245), (127) and (24).

(46) is non-proper.

11 12

1 21 -0

2 7 1 4-

3 -0 40

4 -- - 1

5 31 6-

6 -0 5-

7 1 - 20

Table XV A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-- - . A - (245)*

... . .. . .... . .. . ._ - I - ( 3 6 7 ) *

IC c-(127)*

____ D- (46)

Table XV B
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11  12  11 13

2 7 4 A' B° I D' I

A 4 - - Be CO 0 A' 0

5 3 6 c9 A' I - 0

D - 0 A' 1
3 - 4

Table XY D
B 6 - 5

7 1 2

1 2 -

C 2 7 4

7 1 2

Table XV C

Step 4.

Prom the closure table it is obvious that the XI-C is truly contained and

WC's A and 3 are neither truly contained nor fundamental. Therefore, the overlapping

states 2 and 7 cannot be eliminated from the maximum compatible C.

Step 58-b

IMC-C implies (24); therefore A-(245) should remain intact. Since A i

bounded, (46) must be introduced as a non-proper subset, and (367) should not be split

since (37) is implied by A also.

It seems that we need all of the NC's to insure closure. However, if we

apply Rule III to the truly contained MC at this stage, we find that both of the over-

lapping states 2 and 7 may be eliminated since no other C implies either 2 or 7 with

1. Therefore, by eliminating 2 and 7 from MC-C and 6 from MC-B, the final solution

becomes (1), (46), (37) and (245). This solution has only one overlapping state. The

final flow table is shown in Table XV D for the compatibles labeled C' D', 3' end A',

respectively. It should be clear that Step 6, to be given subsequently, will only
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apply if at the end of Step 5 two or more overlapping states exist between the truly

contained MC and the other necessary compatibles. If there is only one such over-

lapping state, then it cannot be eliminated from the truly contained C, and the pro-

cess ends before it reaches Step 6.

step 6

Apply Rule III to the truly contained maximum compatible if there exists two

or more common states between the truly contained MC and the other necessary Mc's at

the end of Step 5. Then repeat Stop 5 if necessary.

For an illustration of a flow table without the necessity of Stop 6, the flow

table shown in Table XVI A yields the same set of MC's as Table XV S. The maximum com-

patible chart will therefore be omitted in this case. Again the essential MC's are

(245), (367) and (127), labeled A, B, and C, respectively.

I 1  12

1 21 -o

2 7 1 4-

3 -0 40

4 7- - I

5 31 6-

6 -0 5-

7 1- 50

Table XVI A
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I1  12 11 12

2 7 4 A' B' 1 B' 1

A 4 7 - B1 C, 0 A' 0

5 3 6 CO C' I A' 0

Table XVI C
3 - 4

B 6 - 5

7 1 5

1 2 -

C 2 7 4

7 1 5

Table XVI B

Step 3.

Subsets implied: (37). (46), (45) and (127). (46) is improper.

Step 4

(127) is truly contained.

Step 5B-b

MC (127) implites (45); therefore (45) is a bounded compatible. However,

A(245) is not bounded since 2 is not implied by any other maximum compatible with

either 4 or 5. Therefore, by Rule VI the non-proper subset (46) may be avoided by

omitting 2 from (245). By Rule III the overlapping state 7 cannot be eliminated from

VC (367) since (45) implies (37). Therefore, the final solution is (45) (367) and (127)

as shown on Table XVI C.

VII Examnples

The examples provided in this section are mainly designed to illustrate the

Step 5A-b and Step 5B-c, since in Section VI illustrations have been provided for the

other steps. However, Bxample I is included to demonstrate again the ideas of Rules I

and II.
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Zxample I

From Table XVII A the maximum compatibles are found to be (1267), (345) and (25)

which are designated as A, B, and C, respectively, in the MC chart of Table XVII B.

It can be seen that the MC's are A and B, which also cover all the states of the flow

table. The closure table with ZMC's A sad B is constructed as shown on Table XVII C.

This brings us to Step 3.

Step 3.

Subsets Implied: (267), (126) and (345). All subsets are proper.

Step 4.

a) (345) Implies (534), respectively

b) 1(267)

(267) (126)

IC - (1267) Fundamental.

IC - (345) Truly contained.

Thus the process terminates since no states can be eliminated from the MC's by

Rules I and 11. This Is obviously true since all the states In both of the We'S are

all primed. This is indeed a trivial example. The final table is shown on Table XVII D.

1 1  12 13

1 71 -- 60

2 2- -- 20

3 30 51 61

4 40 31 71

5 -0 41 2-

6 61 -- 20

7 61 70 1-

Table XVII A
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I - -- (1267) - A

(345) B

Table XVII B

I1  12 13

1 7 - 6

2 2 - 2
A

6 6 - 2

7 6 7 1

3 3 5 6

B 4 4 3 7

5 - 4 2

Table XVII C

11  12 13

A AI AO AO

B B 0 B1I A1I

Table XVII D
Example 2

The closure table shown on Table VII, Section IV, will be continued here to find

the minimal closed set.

Step 3.

Subsets implied: (125), (347) and (2346). All subsets are proper.

Step 4.

Neither A nor B is truly contained.
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Step 5A-b.

Subsets formed by the primed states of A and B are:

a) (37) (15)
-- Implication

(26)

b) Application of Rule III

(2367) (15)
/ , , X - Implication

(34) (0,') (347) WA

c) (23467) (15)
\ / ' * \ - Implication

( (125) (99) (26)

d) (23467) (125)

Thus in Step 5A-b a repeated application of Rule III is sufficient to find the

minimal closed solution. The compatibles shown crossed out are already proper subsets

of that step.

Example 3

From the flow table of Table XVIII A the maximum compatibles are found as shown

on Table XVIII B. By inspection MC's A and C are essential and cover all the states

of the flow table.-

Step 3.

Subsets implied: (1279), (5679), (358), (1379) and (457). Subsets (1279)

and (358) are non-proper.

Step 4.

EMC's A and C are noncontained.

Step 5B-c

Subsets formed by the primed states of DIC:

a) (248) (369)

,. ) \4, -(- Implications
(279) (569) (43) C 3?)083)
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Where underlined compatibles are non-proper, apply Rule VI. Since (246) and (369)

are not t ounded, one may try to eliminate the non-proper subsets by omitting one of the

states shown above and beginning the process again.

b) (24) (69)
j 4 1 - implications

(79) (56) (13)

By Rule Il1, (c) in as follows:

a) (24) (1356 7 9)

i " . .0- Implications

By Rule III, (d) io as follows:

d) (24 7) (135679) (38)
SImplication

(174) (~1) ~~6)(Completed) .)()
e) A' S' C'

(2457) (135679) (38) Final Solution.

The compatibles shown crossed out are already proper subsets up to that step. Solution

is shown on Table XVIII D.

11 12 13 14

1 90 5 0 a0 -

2 9 0 5- 5- 2,1

3 7 0 5- 8- 3,0

4 7- 6- -0 21

5 70 -0 - -

6 3 - 0 3 - 3,0

7 1- 70 30 -

a 30 90 -0 -

19 10 40 30 -

Table XVIII A
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-- -A - (124578)

- _8 ." -- (12579)

4_ ___ - - C(135679)

SD - (13576)

Table XVIII B

I1  12 13 14

1 9 5 8 -

2 9 5 5 2

4 7 6 - 2

5 7 - - -

7 1 7 3 -

a 2 9 - -

1 9 5 8 -

3 7 5 a 3

5 7 - - -

6 3 - 3 3

7 1 7 3 -

9 1 4 3 -

Table XVIII C

1I 1 13 14

At 3, 0 3' 0 3'0 A'1I

B' a, 0 A' 0 C' 0 5: 0

C' A' 0 3, 0 C' 0 O,

Table MIII D
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VIII Conclusion

From the maximum compatibles derived from any incompletely specified flow table,

the problem of choosing a minimal set of compatibles has been investigated. A set of

rules and definitions has been given and defined such that hopefully it might cover

most of the cases which are likely to arise. The procedure does not yield all of the

possible solutions, and it does not always meet the lower bound defined by Oins6erf ( 2 ) .

Nowever, for certain flow tables the lower bound is not necessarily obtainable. For

flow tables which do not have any 2MC's, a systematic approach remains to be found to

start the application of the rules.

In conclusion, the procedure does indicate an approach to the problem for those

flow tables which have INC's and 8MC's.
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